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Teach a robot
the facts of life.
There was a time when most
robots earned their livelihoods
in comic books and science
fiction films.
Today, they're spraying,
welding, painting, and processing parts at manufacturing
plants around the world.
Necessity has caused this
amazing leap from fantasy to
factory.
The world wants long-lasting ,
high quality products, now.
And robots fit perfectly into this
scheme of things : They can
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make those products - quickly,
easily and accurately.
What kinds of robots? There
is GE's Allegro,™for one.
It can position a part to within
1/1000th of an inch - or about %
the thickness of the paper this
article is printed on. Or there's
GP 132 (shown here). This
loader, unloader, packer,
stacker and welder - can lift
and maneuver 132 pounds with
no troub le at all.
So what's left for me to teach
robots? You might ask. Consid er this glimpse into the future
by Dr. Roland W. Sc hmitt , head
of GE corporate research and
development:
"One of the big frontiers
ahead of us is putting the
robot's nervous system
together with some senses -
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like vis ion, or touch, or the ability to sense heat or cold . That
can give you an adaptive robot ,
one that can sense how well it's
doing its job and make the
adjustments needed to do that
job better."
That's a tall order. And one
we'll be expecting you to fill.
With foresight , talent, imagination - all the things that robots
have yet to learn.

WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE
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Editorial

by Eileen Lynch

Tired of the "mid-winter
doldrums?" Need some excitement in
your life? Coming up in a few weeks is a
week long series of events you'll want
to know about. Collectively, these
events are known as "Engineers
Week."
Engineers Week at Virginia Tech is
being held February 20-26, the same
week as National Engineers Week. The
main idea behind Engineers Week is to
celebrate the role of engineers as
leaders in an increasingly technological society.
What is Engineers Week?
Engin~ers Week is a series of campus
activities oriented towards engineers.
Much time and effort is put into setting
up Engineers Week so that you can
meet with your fellow engineering
students at interesting presentations,
exciting competitions, and fun
gatherings. Separate events throughout the week make it possible for you to
attend those activities in which you are
most interested.
What is going on during Engineers Week? As this article is going to
press, at least six student organizations are planning "E-week" events.
The IEEE, for example, is hosting a
day-long series of seminars, conferences, and luncheons; to inform
upcoming electrical engineers of the
state-of-the-art technology in their
field. The ASME, ASCE, and other
engineering societies will be sponsoring contests which challenge participants to demonstrate their engineering
skills in design and construction.
In addition, the Student Engineers'
Council is sponsoring several
activities which involve engineers
from all disciplines. Greg Blouch, an
IEOR senior, is organizing a
Freshman Convocation which would
involve all of the engineering societies
on campus. The purpose of this event is
to enlighten freshmen about each of
the engineering disciplines regarding
course ~ork, job opportunities, co-op
and summer experiences, and any
other information - either encouraging or discouraging - which will help
them with that crucial decision deciding on a major.
Ken Cross, a chemical engineering
junior, is making preparations for the
"Engineers Week Social" to be held at
the Sheraton Pavilion. This event
promises to be one of the largest social
events ever held for engineering
students. The social is open to all
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engineering students, although
invitations must be obtained in
advance through your professional
engineering society.
Amy Dare, another chemical
engineering junior, is organizing the
society contests, as well as planning a
few of her own. Details of some of these
contests will be announced at a later
date. Randy Culver, an ESM senior, is
contacting companies to sponsor
luncheons during the week, while
Mark Kirk, an ESM junior, is working
on finding an Engineers Week speaker.
This should give you some idea of the
variety of activities which will take
place throughout Engineers Week.
Why should I get involved?
Engineers Week provides you, a
Virginia Tech engineering student, an
opportunity to meet some of your
colleagues in an informal setting.
Those of you in your senior year realize
how much more enjoyable classes are
now that you know many of your fellow
students. Unsolvable homework
problems are so much easier when the
underlying principles can be explained
by a classmate. There is no need to be
"just a number" at Virginia Tech. All it
takes is a little effort on your part to get
to know your fellow students and make
your classes a little less plastic. You
will find that you have many interests
in common with your classmates.Your
fellow students understand, more than
anyone else, the challenges you face as
an engineering student, and just how
tough that Dynamics test really was.
Better yet, why follow my advice on
reasons to become involved with
extracurricular activities. Why not
follow the advice of some Virginia
Tech alumni who were asked about
this issue. These leaders in our society
realize, more than anyone else, the
value of extracurricular activities. For
instance:
- Clifton Garvin, a 1943 graduate
and presently Board Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of EXXON
Corp., the largest company in the
world (as rated by Fortune
magazine, May 1982) believes that
"students should move beyond the
confines of a specialty . . . (to)
develop personal interests and
broaden their perceptions of the
world."
- Christopher Kraft, a 1944
graduate, recently retired Director
of NASA, and responsible for such
activities as the launching of the

space shuttle feels that "college
should prepare its graduates for
working with people ... students
should acquire (these capabilities)
as part of their larger college
experience."
- William White, a 1947 graduate,
and Board Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of American
Electric Power, Inc. puts it best by
saying, "By being involved in such
organizations (engineering technical societies), engineering students
can learn to work in a group and
:. compare ideas."
These three former Va. Tech engineering students are but a few of the many
alumni who believe there is more to life
than thermodynamics.
And yet, after all of this, I'm sure
there will undoubtedly be some
engineering students who will stay
home during all of the Engineers Week
events - doing their homework or
watching the Flintstones. Although
these activities have their place, the
engineer who really succeeds, like
those listed above, realizes that the
way to get ahead is to be well-rounded
- especially in interacting with your
colleagues on a fun and sbcial basis.
This year's Engineers Week is an
attempt to provide that opportunity for
you. And who knows, maybe twentyfive years from now your success story
will appear in the Engineers' Forum
and people might remem her meeting
you at Engineers Week!

Dave Knachel

Eileen Lynch is president of the
Student Engineer Council and is a
senior in ESM.

ENGINEERING STUDENTS HAVE
ENOUGHS IRESS WITHOUT HAVING
TO WORRYABOUT TUmON.
Full tuition, books and supplies.
Plus up to $1,000 per school year. Contact
Major Richard Payne (961-6403) about
an Army ROTC engineering scholarship.

ARMY ROTC.

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
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The conventional wisdom about
building a technological career goes
like this: You should plan to hop frequently (but not too frequently) from
job to job, gaining experience, until
you arrive at some superior position
with a superior organization.
You may enjoy following this kind of
hopscotch career path and you may
end up just where you want to be .
Or you can eliminate all the wasted
motion by joining the Applied Physics
Laboratory in the first place .
The Applied Physics Laboratory of The
Johns Hopkins University is 40 years
old. You would be amazed at how
many professional staff members
came to APL 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30
years ago. And stayed.
What is it about APL that generates
such loyalty and long-term enthusiasm
among engineers, scientists, and other
technical professionals?

The role we play. You will find at APL
a mission and role of critical importance relating to the security of the
nation and to the advancement of
technology.
Our challenge-filled careers. We offer
a variety of stimulating career
opportunities for Electrical Engineers.
Physicists, Computer Scientists, and
Mathematicians at the BS, MS, and
PhD levels in such fields as:
• Control· Systems
• Computer Engineering
• Software Systems Design
• Communications Systems
• Satellite Systems Development
• Ocean Physics
• Remote Sensor Development
• Systems Test & Evaluation
Our benefits and location. The career
benefits you will enjoy at APL are
competitive and wide-ranging.
Educational assistance , for example ,
even includes Johns Hopkins courses

held at the Laboratory itself and
leading to advanced technical
degrees. The location of our 360-acre ,
campus-like complex is midway
between Washington and Baltimore,
affording you a choice of city,
suburban , or rural living .
For more information about career
opportunities at APL, please contact
your college placement office or write
College Relations Office, Dept.
LER-267. The Johns Hopkins
University, Applied Physics
Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Road,
Laurel, Maryland 20707. An equal
opportunity employer, M/F.
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APL is a founding member of the
National Consortium for Graduate
Degrees for Minorities in Engineering,
Inc. (GEM).

Letters
Where can you get a gorgeous tan at
some of the most beautiful beaches in
the world? Where can you win
thousands of dollars in posh casinos
scattered along miles of boardwalk?
What state has mountains, beaches,
pine barrens, and farm land in an area
of less than 8000 square miles? Where
can you find an awesome NFC football
team along with one of the most
prestigious universities in the Ivy
League? For those unfortunate enough
to have lives as sheltered as Lee Shaw
and Chris Coleman, two bombastic
writers for this "fine" magazine, allow
me to answer this question: New Jersey
of course!
Perhaps Mr. Shaw would find it more
appropriate to take his "tongue-incheek" approach to his own state of
Delaware where I'm sure he'd have no
problem finding a target for its otiose
insincerity. As for Mr. Coleman, he is
obviously unaware of the hedonistic
style of living during a summer at
Jersey Shore.
M. Summers
A "Shore" Thing

Congratulations on Virginia Tech's
very first issue of Engineers' Forum! I
found the articles interesting and
informative; the layout, clean and
appealing.You have definitely set high
journalistic standards for the
magazine, and in doing so, have
created a publication in which the
engineering community on campus
can be proud.
Good luck with your forthcoming
issue!
Karen Pallarito
Editor, Campus Quarterly
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NEEDS YOU
we have openings for:

Production Managers

As an off campus student who lives
close enough to walk to class daily, I
find it very disheartening that there is
no crosswalk at the intersection of
Stanger Street and Perry Street for
those students who use the gravel path
to the Drapers Meadow and Pack Place
Apartments. Students from Terrace
View, the trailer park, and various
other locations also use this path
regularly.
The painting of a crosswalk at this
location would alert motorists to the
many students crossing at this
location and would help to reduce the
likelihood of an injury occuring here. If
the 'powers to be' would consider this
or some other remedy to the problem, I
am certain that other students as well
as I would appreciate it.
Peter Stein
Senior, ESM

Editors
Writers
Graphic Artists
Photographers
Interested? Stop by
the SEC office at
2 Randolph Hall.
or leave a message
at 961-6036

Student Found Hoarding Magazines
Blacksburg - Security forces of
Triangle Fraternity, acting on an
anonymous tip, made an early
morning raid that uncovered illegal
hoarding of approximately 1300 copies
:. of Engineers' Forum magazine. The
alledged suspect is Steve 'Devoid'
Richichi, a brother of the fraternity
and resident of the Triangle House.
Motivation for the crime is at present
unclear, but the result of the hidden
stash of magazines, with a street value
in excess of $1300, has been serious
indeed. The premiere issue was a hit as
soon as it appeared unannounced at
the hotspots around the Tech campus
(outside Whittemore 300, lobby of
Randolph, AOE lounge, etc.), or so
thought the pleased editors who could
not keep up with the demand for copies.

Steve Richichi apprehended by Triangle Security agents.
The alledged suspect used cunning
methods to conceal the multitude of
copies. The magazines were buried in
the suspect's collection of comic books,
totalling some 13,000 issues of "the

serious comic books, Superman,
Batman and the like - not the funny
kind like Archie or Jughead." Upon a
thorough room inspection, copies were
found under furniture and mattresses,
on closet shelves, and various other
locations. Authorities refuse to
comment on the nature of the tip that
led to the raid, but reporters speculate
that recent additions to the comic book
collection, in alpha and numerical
order, caused some copies of the Forum
to be hidden in more obvious locations
which eventually led to their discovery.
As the suspect was being led away by
grim-faced, sunglassed agents, he
proclaimed loudly to all around "I
know nothing about this!" His
roommate was quoted as saying, "That
could be true."
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ENGINEERING AND WUVT
by Eric Henning
Airwaves. They're all around us,
bombarding us from every angle day
and night. Without them life would be
so bland: no T.V., no communications,
no radio. What would life be like if there
were no radio? For example, who would
want to drive anywhere with no car
stereo? It just goes to show how radio is
an integral part of our lives.
The radio is like an old reliable
friend; always there when you want it,
and it's free. That cannot be said of
many things today. A friend of
Virginia Tech students is the studentrun WUVT radio station, located on
the third floor of Squires Student
Center. WUVT is a long-time friend,
having supplied students with
entertainment for 35 years.

WUVTwent on the airin 1948. Three
students with a mutual desire to give
Tech a radio station started broadcasting an AM carrier station out of the
gymnasium. In 1969 the station moved
to Squires Student Center and added a
10 watt mono FM broadcast. WUVTFM went stereo in 1976 and power
increased to 770 watts. Presently,
WUVT-FM broadcasts at 3000 watts,
making it one of the most powerful
college stations in the U.S.
Students keep the station going. This
includes everything from keeping the
equipment operating to soliciting
funds to keeping the station in
existence. These are tasks difficult to
fulfill on a full-time basis, and they call
for extraordinary efforts from students

who are also trying to get a classroom
education. Raising funds is a vital job,
for WUVT is a non-commercial college
radio station which survives on grants
and donations. The first priority of the
station is simply to stay on the air.
Obtaining modern broadcasting
equipment is necessarily the secondary consideration. The station
engineers have to maintain out-dated
equipment while awaiting funds to buy
modern, more reliable equipment.
Nonetheless, everyone involved with
WUVT takes great pride in the fact
that students run the whole operation
and are able to keep it running.
The responsibility for the technical
side of WUVT radio belongs to chief
engineer Kent Cooper and his staff.
Cooper, a senior majoring in Electrical
Engineering, is a technician as well as
a manager. He looks primarily after
the FM transmitter, while his assistant
chief engineers maintain and repair
the AM transmitters and the studio
equipment. Since much of the station's
equipment is old, it constantly needs
maintenance. This entails replacing

and repairing parts, or even completely
rebuilding a piece of equipment. One of
the two AM transmitters is in fact a
home-built unit about ten years old.
Cooper characterizes the station's
equipment as being old, seven to ten or
more years of age, or brand new. The
age of the equipment brings up an
interesting situation; in a transistorized age, WUVT radio relies largely on
vacuum tube technology.
v 'a cuum tubes are unfamiliar
components to many of the neophyte
station engineers. What throws them
off balance are the large voltages of the
tubes and their sizes. Both AM
transmitters and the FM transmitter
are vacuum tube components, and can
produce hundreds of volts to shock the
unwary. As Cooper explains it, after a
short time the new engineers see the
tubes as doing the same things as
transistors do, and the strangeness of
working with vacuum tube equipment
instead of transistors disappears. A
drawback of the vacuum tube
equipment is the prices of the tubes
themselves. A tube may last a year or
two at WUVT, but they range in price
from $40 to $400. Solid-state equipment
should last longer and need fewer parts
replaced than current equipment. On
order now are three solid-state AM
transmitters that will require minimal
maintenance. WUVT recently received
a grant to buy a new, solid-state FM
exciter to upgrade the FM transmitter,
an expensive but needed update.
Despite the ages of the transmitters,
WUVT's main concern for new
equipment focuses on where the
airwaves originate, in the studio.
Signals are mixed on 10- and 20-yearold consoles. Cooper rates the studio
tape equipment as the weakest part of
the station. He would like to see new
closed-loop cartridge and reel-to-reel
tape machines replace older, worn out
equipment to facilitate production
work.
The quest for needed equipment does
not stop Cooper from wanting to
acquire what he calls a luxury, a
subcarrier generator. The subcarrier
generator makes use of unused
frequencies higher than the broadcast
signal to send extra information out on
a station's dial setting. A subcarrier
generator needs a special receiver, but
the possible uses are widespread.
WUVT could set up a campus paging
service, an audio reading service for
the blind, and a number of other
possible service applications. Being a
non-profit radio station, WUVT is

presently barred by Federal Communication Commission regulations from
establishing this kind of commercial,
revenue raising operation. Cooper
hopes the near future will see a change
in the rules.
Another interesting area ofWUVT's
technical side includes doing remote
broadcasts. WUVT broadcasts live
from shopping centers, sporting
events, the University Bookstore and
local clubs. The remote staff, under
Kent Cooper's jurisdiction, handles the
out-of-the-studio broadcasts. If the
broadcasting spot is close to Squires
then temporary transmittal lines are
run directly to the station. If the spot is
far away, the signals are transmitted
through telephone lines.
In addition to traveling to exotic
spots in and around Blacks burg to
broadcast shows, repair work at
WUVT can also be adventurous.
WUVT-AM comes to dorms via cables
which run underground in the maze of
steam tunnels. If something happens
to the cables, WUVT staffers are sent
to find the pro bl em. This often means
journeying through the labyrinth of
caverns under campus. The staffers
may wind up working on cables in the
dorms, and depending on time and
dorm, that can be quite adventurous in
itself ...
All students in any field of study can
help out at WUVT. Always looking for
new talent, the station needs engineers
who can volunteer their time to work
on the equipment. No radio station
expertise is required; while working at

Kent Cooper at work.

the station one gains the required
technical knowledge. There are,
Cooper assures us, as many engineering jobs available as there are
interested people. WUVT's overiding
philosophy is that the station belongs
to the students, and WUVT staffers
encourage more student participation.
For anyone interested in radio
broadcasting, WUVT provides an
excellent opportunity to learn through
experience.

Dave Knachel
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Rockwell International
know-how is creating ·
new career opportunities
... everyday.

The Space Shuttle orbiter and
main engines.
Valves for the largest gas
transmission project in North
America.
Axles for half of America's
heavy-duty truck fleet.
Digital color weather radar.
The list goes on and on. And
behind every one of these advanced
technology projects:
Rockwell International know-how.
We've made it our policy to work
at the leading edge of technology. In
our four main business areasAerospace, Electronics (Commercial
and Defense), Automotive, General

Industries-we create technologies
in everything from supersonic aircraft
and million-mile truck axles to
sophisticated offset printing presses ·
and avionics for the next generation
of jetliners.
That's know-how at its best. And
to keep it growing, we need America's
best engineers and scientists .. .
capable of developing, applying and
innovatively managing technology for
many of the world's unprecedented
challenges.
And that means unprecedented
opportunities for you.
We provide everything you'd
expect from a leading high-technology

company: a package of benefits
including in-house education as
well as tuition reimbursement for
advanced studies.
We'll soon be on campus (and
campuses all over Americ:a) to recruit
engineering graduates for hundreds of
positions we have available. We're
looking for Electrical, Mechanical,
Industrial, Aerospace, Civil and
Chemical Engineers, plus Computer
Science, Physics and Chemistry
graduates.
Check your Campus Placement
Office for details.
Then arrange for an interview with
the Rockwell recruiter on your campus.

We've put the right engineering and manufacturing teams together with the
right management to meet many of the world's unprecedented challenges.
That's Rockwell International know-how.
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Rockwell International
... where science gets down to business
Automotive I Aerospace
Electronics /General Industries

The Space Shuttle
and Virginia Tech
By Fred Drummond and Tom Fisher

,_

The recent fifth flight of the space shuttle Columbia, followed closely by the January launch of the Challenger,
prompted Engineers' Forum to review Virginia Tech's contributions to the shuttle program. Professors in
Aerospace and Ocean Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Engineering Science and Mechanics are working
or have worked on shuttle related contracts. What follows are brief descriptions of their work, preceded by a short
status report on the shuttle program itself.
The Challenger, the second craft in
NASA's space going fleet, is scheduled
to rocket into space as this issue hits
the streets. Interestingly, Challenger,
known to NASA as Or]Jiter 099, was
not built to be flown in space at all. It
was originally designed for ground
testing as the Structural Test Article
but was later reconfigured for space
flight. The first shuttle, the Enterprise
(Orbiter 101), was used only for the
approach and landing tests, which
ended in October, 1977. Never destined
for space flight, the Enterprise was
deemed too overweight and too costly
to be modified for space flight as was
the Challenger. Orbiter 102, the

Flow Field Computations
The department of Aerospace and
Ocean Engineering is the logical
starting point in discussing Tech's
shuttle activity. Dr. C.H. Lewis, in
conjunction with three graduate
research assistants, has been working
for the past three years on developing
computer codes to predict heat transfer
to the lower surfaces of the shuttle
during reentry. This research is
important in determining insulation
and cooling requirements for the craft.
In simulating the flow field of the
shuttle, three different models are
being studied, each assuming different
chemical reaction behavior. The first
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Columbia, flew the four orbital test
flights and the first operational
mission.
Challenger will fly four of the five
space shuttle missions set for 1983.
Columbia had been scheduled to be
pulled out of service this year in order
to be modernized, but current plans are
to keep the craft in commission until
the third operational orbiter is
delivered to NASA at the end of the
year.
Funding has been authorized for the
third and fourth operational shuttles,
the Discovery (Orbiter 103) and the
Atlantis (Orbiter 104). Whether a fifth
operational shuttle is to be built in the

near future is still a hot political topic.
Regardless of the funding controversy, NASA has already mapped out
flights and payloads through at least
Mission 20, scheduled for launch in
October of 1984. The time scale of
launches is variable though. NASA
had plans of launching over four
hundred flights of the shuttles by 1990,
but cut back the figure by about one
hundred. Quick turnarounds between
missions could always increase the
number; Columbia has already
advanced some launch dates. In any
event, potential customers are hereby
advised that payload vacancies still
exist through Mission 20:

model simulates the conditions of a
flow in a perfect stability gas, so that
during reentry there are no chemical
reactions (dissocation) in the flow field.
The second sim ula ti on studies
equilibrium chemistry in the flow field,
meaning dissociation continues
through to equilibrium as the shuttle
passes through the atmosphere. The
third model is based on finite rate
chemistry, where the rate of chemical
reactions are taken into account in
predicting the temperature profile of
the shuttle's lower surfaces. This is the
most accurate and most complex
model.
Currently Dr. Lewis' group is using
data from the first three shuttle flights

to improve the quality and capability
of the codes. One code has been
delivered to NASA's Langley Research
Center. The group has one more year
remaining on its contract.

Nathnael Gebreyes

Dr. Lewis with graduate assistants
Moodo Kim, Rajiv Thareja and S.
Swaminathan.

Top left - Dr. T. W.
Nehl
Bottom left - Dr. R.
T. Haftka
Center - Dr. N. A.
Demerdash with
graduate assistant
Tagyen Nyamusa
Right - Dr. M. W.
Hyer

Composite Structure
Photos by Nathnael
Gebreyes

Control
In the Electrical Engineering
department, Professors N.A. Demerdash and T.W. Nehl have been
developing and using a digital
computer model of an electromechanical actuator (EMA). The model predicts
the instantaneous dynamic performance in each of the system's
components. While most aircraft and
the current space shuttles use
hydraulic actuators to operate their
control surfaces , Demerdash's and
Nehl's several contracts deal with an
EMA system designed specifically for
future shuttle orbiters.
Demerdash's and ~ehl ' s three
contracts have totalled approximately
$245,000 since their start at the end of
1975. They have simulated the control
and power electronics and the
mechanical parts of the EMA.Varying
inputs have been applied to each of the
components and to the system as a
whole. Work is now under way to

Design
While not directly related to the
current shuttle program, Dr. R.T.
Haftka in AOE is doing research with
NASA that may influence the design of
a second generation shuttle. Entitled
" Coupled Trajectory , Thermal
Protection System and Structure
Optimization," the research centers on
the thermal loads a space vehicle's
structure encounters during reentry .
Dr. Haftka explains that there are two
ways to control the temperature during
reentry, the first by changing the
reentry trajectory and the second by
insulation of the craft's structure. The
research combines the two control
processes in the designing of the
optimum structure of a space vehicle.

automate commands to the control
electronics and to study the EMA in
failure modes.
Why bother to use an EMA system
when engineers have had years of
experience with hydraulic actuators?
Several answers can be given. EMA
systems are more reliable, are easier to
maintain and are more controllable.
They are smaller in size and weigh less,
have reduced fire and toxicity hazards
and are possibly less expensive. Also,
hydraulic actuators lose fluid quite
easily. The second shuttle test flight
was delayed due to hydraulic fluid
leaking into a power system.
For those reasons given above, both
the Air Force and the commercial
aircraft manufacturers are actively
pursuing the perfection of EMA
systems. At their present rate of
development, in twenty years
electromechanical actuators should be
more the rule rather than the
exception.

The normal steps involved in
structure design are multifold. The
structural engineer tells the thermal
engineer the maximum temperature
the structural material can take. Next,
the person developing the trajectory
determines reentry temperatures. A
detailed heat transfer study is not
done ; instead a maximum gross
number is supplied. With this
information the thermal engineer
makes crude assumptions about the
structure and designs the insulation
needed to keep the structural
temperature from reaching its heat
capacity limit. Finally the structural
engineer takes all this data and
designs the actual structure of the
craft.
The optimization process integrates

Dr. Michael Hyer in ESM has
worked on a structural model of a
composite thrust member in an
example of hardware research for the
shuttle. His experiment tested the
feasibility of using advanced fiberreinforced composites to reduce vyeight
in the shuttle by replacing h eavier
conventional structural materials such
as titanium and aluminum. Specifically he investigated the "testing to
failure" of a one-third scale rocketbooster thrust structure. The structure,
built by General Dynamics and tested
at NASA Langley, was a boronaluminum reinforced/ titanium compression member and was loaded to the
point of failure. Of particular interest
were at what interface of the boronaluminum to titanium intersection
failure occured and the ult1.mate load
that could be sustained.
The experiment proved the viability
of using composite material stress
members in critical areas of the
shuttle. NASA, satisfied with the
results and facing weight problems
with the shuttle, went ahead and used
this design in the spacecraft.
these various steps into one so that
eventually the optimum trajectory,
insulation requirements and the
structure design are determined at the
same time. The refinement of the tradeoff between structure and insulation
will result in a stronger, lighter craft.
To prove the feasibility of this method,
the actual wing design of the current
shuttles was shown to have potential
for improvement. Shuttle trajectories
and structures have also been studied,
but the idea is not to improve on
present shuttle design. The study is
helping to form a data base for future
shuttle designs.
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NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015

W196

0 Please send me more information about becoming an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (0 N)

unequalled anywhere else.
You get important
responsibilities and you

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt.

#--------

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip~---Age _ _ _ _ tCollege/ University_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

cated training ground for
nuclear engineering.
Today's Nuclear Navy.

:j:Year in College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ +GPA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone Number-------------~---(Area Code)
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to furnish any
of the information requested . Of course, the more we know, the more we
can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Chemical Engineering Revealed

by Veronica Denny

Chem E 's at work in the Unit Ops lab, where sleep becomes a
forgotten luxury.
Ask, and Chemical Engineers will
tell you that they are: dedicated,
competitive, hard .}Vorkers , have
confidence in themselves, that they
don't get much sleep, that some of them
are a bit strange ... and that they are
smart. Other engineers would
probably agree that at least Chem E's
know themselves pretty well. But
students of other colleges on campus
would probably ask "the WHO'S?"
Chem E's maintain a notoriously
low profile among the strata of
University majors. Even fellow
engineers claim that Chem E's live in a
different world - namely Randolph.
Some of those same Engineers feel that
Chem E's are channeled into separate
Freshman and Sophomore level core
requirements. After all, who would
know when the Chemical Engineering
Department uses a sophisticated flow
chart to show its major requirements?
Assistant Department Head Roland
Mischke offers an explanation for that
situation. "There is nothing overtly
done to separate Chem E's from other
engineers in engineering classes, but
there are many Honors students (in
Chem E) who take somewhat different
course sequences. Also, there is an
Organic (chemistry) Lab and Math
3341 which Chem E's are required to
take but not many other engineers do."
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Acknowledged as one of the hardest
curricula at Tech, the Chemical
Engineering Department does attract
a disproportionate share of honors
freshmen; Honors students are in the
top ten percent of the entering
freshman class, and of those, thirty
percent choose to enter Chem E. Thus,
even with a suggested minimum QCA
requirement of 2.65 to enter the
curriculum, there are still many eager
would-be Chemical Engineers.
According to Miles Prillaman, a senior
in Chemical Engineering and the
President of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers (AICHE) student
chapter at Tech, the class of '83 started
at approximately 127 strong and has
been whittled down to under 90
graduates.
So what is the attraction for such a
demanding and apparently confined
focus of study? Perhaps that is most
obvious from the following list of
illustrious Tech Chemical Engineering
graduates , a list which disproves the
notion of Chem E as a narrow field of
study.
Clifton Garvin , Chief Executive
Officer of Exxon Corporation;
Don Cox, (ex) Vice-President of
Exxon Corporation;
Al Giacco, President of Hercules
Corporation;

Dr. John Cole , President of
American Enka (a large subsidiary of a
Dutch chemical firm);
Nick Mihalas, the retired President
of Timex Corporation.
"When you are very well-trained in a
technical discipline, you learn logical,
deductive reasoning, and can do
anything well ," says Dr. Henry
McGee, professor of chemical engineering. " It's a decision-making mode of
thinking. "
"Chemical Engineering is a good
training for life, but you have got to
want very desperately to ~ecome a
Chemical Engineer, or you will have
difficulty," says Mischke.
And as far as what companies look
for in students , Tech Chemical
Engineering placement record does
show that it is not restrictive. Mischke
explained that Tech's program
integrates an emphasis on Chemistry
and the theoretical aspect with
material experience which makes the
Chem E graduate productive in the
work place. "We can send our
graduates to the best (Engineering)
Graduate schools such as MIT, Wise,
and Berkeley, or into all kinds of
industry - steel, electronics, and then
even to Medical School - I think that
shows something." This year, Tech
will also have a Law School candidate

PATHWAYS I N CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

FRESHMAN YEAR

SOPHOMORE YEAR

JUNIOR YEAR

SUMMER

SENIOR YEAR

Humanit i es
Adv. Chem .
Basic Sc i.
Engr. Sc i .
Free

21
3
3
9

_L_
43 credits

NOTES: a
b

Special sections for ChE students .
New courses, numbers not assigned yet.

Chem E flow chart for classes
from Chem E, Miles Prillaman.
With that list of extraordinary
successes and the obvious enthusiasm
of the department professors in mind,
the question arises - what is the
distinction about Chemical Engineering? ,
Technically, "Chemical Engineering is a three-fold challenge involving
applied math, applied physics, and
applied chemistry. While Materials
Engineering is also somewhat processoriented, the emphasis there is on
primarily solid-state materials, where
in the chemistry there is the study of
solids, liquids, and gases in changing
states," a definition from Dr. Mischke.
Yet, there is still the question of what
makes C~emical Engineering different
from either pure Chemistry or other
engineering disciplines. In lay terms, it
is a matter of the Chem E applying
what the Chemist has researched, and
applying on such a scale as to benefit
society. Suggested careers for
Chemical Engineers, therefore, range
along a broad scope of societal
concerns such as food processing,
agriculture, industrial output, natural
resources, energy transportation ,
health and sanitation , shelter ,
clothing, communications and
research.
How does this translate for the
student of Chem E?
"It's harder (than other engineering
majors) - much," offered one Chem E
who preferred to remain anonymous.

"We work harder for longer than
other engineers," explains Alan
Woodard, a senior Chem E.
"And they are making it harder,"
adds Miles Prillaman, "by adding
more math courses."
"Here instructors try to make us an
elite group. Maybe it's because of the
money, but there are a lot of people who
want to be Chem E's. But they have to
keep the standards up so that those
who do go through have the same
potential for jobs when they get out as
they always have. So we see other
engineers out enjoying life a little
more. We have to be looking to the
future because it would be too
disappointing to look at right now,"
summed up Rodney Patton, a junior
Chem E.
"We have to work together. There's
no way you can do the work on your
own. We have study groups and spend
all night on the phone to get ideas for
homework problems. You learn to put
up with different personalities and
how to cooperate to get the work done,"
commented Miles Prillaman.
The most obvious example of Chem
E's working together is during the
required Unit Operations Laboratory,
which all Chem E's must take in the
summer following their junior year.
While Dr. Mischke believes the course
offers more of what the curriculum
calls for than any other single aspect of
the program, the student opinions and
reactions to UO are mixed.

One Chem E felt that UO Lab was
the worst experience that anyone could
go through in school - demanding,
relentless, and ultimately nothing but
exhausting. "We literally live in
Randolph Hall; we get rooms, a' key to
the building, and spend all our time in
lab. We may see our apartment once or
twice a week."
On the other hand, there are those
who felt it was at the least worthwhile.
Alan Woodard grudgingly admitted
that it was a good experience, and
Miles Prillaman feels it was "definitely
worth it, and I looked forward to seeing
what I could do under pressure. But for
people interested in getting sleep, UO
is no fun." He estimated that the lab
calls for seven 13 hour days per week.
So why do they do it? Most Chem E's
express a love for Chemistry, an
affinity of sorts for Math, and an
abiq.ing respect for Money.
"Three years ago, when I went into
it, the job market made it worth it - it
was the best bet for the future," says
Alan Woodard.
Miles Prillaman says that he heard it
was the best education he could get
here at Tech, oh and, the security of a
nice job looked good, 'too.
Yet, it seems that the job market has
deteriorated for Chem E's along with,
or worse than, for everyone else.
Apparently as recently as 1980or1981,
95 percent of the Chem E graduates of
Tech got jobs, and the other 5 percent
went into grad school, but that is not
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true anymore. Last May only about 25
percent of the senior class Chem E's
had jobs, according to one senior Chem
E.*
In order to take their minds off of the
disillusion in the job market, or maybe
their homework, the new craze among
Chem E's is a debatebly healthy sport
called "Killer." Killer brings out the
extremes in the competitive natures of
Chem E's because the object is to
terminate the other players in the
game with a (fake - it shoots water) .45
magnum, before they terminate you.
The players take the game fairly
seriously, and there are some strict
rules to be followed, including:
- You cannot shoot an opponent in
front of "witnesses" of any kind, thys
the more paranoid of the participants
never walk alone on campus or even
open their doors to fellow players or
strangers.

- Seniors facing interviews cannot
be bothered with a pursuit, on the
assumption that it would disturb their
aplomb for the interview.
- Once shot, you must play an
effective "dead," no retaliation.
This small subculture - the killers play in good fun, they claim, and
maybe those who find Killer disturbing
take even more seriously than the
players themselves do. But there is
another, real-life game going on in the

* Placement office figures were not
available when this article was
prepared.
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Chem E student lounge. It is a
competition for who can pin the most
rejection slips on the wall (from
companies interviewed with). Right
now it is a heated race, with more going
up every day.
Chem E's, like many others, are
having to look for career paths other
than immediate starts in the industrial
or business world. Seniors consider
Grad School, Med School, and Law
School more seriously every day. With
that perspective, it is perhaps easier to
accept the advice for those considering
a Chem E major fro~ those who are
there: don't put yourself through the
demands of the curriculum unless you
realize the requirements, are not doing
it just for the money, and love
Chemistry.
"A lot of people don't realize the work
that we have to do and they ought to try
to understand that - that's why we

may seem a little off-the-wall
sometimes," says Prillaman.
Even with such demanding schedules, the Tech supporters of their
AICHE chapter have made it a strong
one in the Southeast region. The
AICHE offers as its main objective
providing opportunity for Chem E's to
meet their fellow classmen - both
socially and academically. One very
active committee rates courses and
books through class surveys and
presents the opinions to the administration, which, according to Prillaman, is very receptive to constructive
criticisms and suggestions.

The Sports committee is also very
active, most probably because it offers
the only real chance many Chem E's
have to participate in a team sport; the
curriculum is simply too demanding to
consider devoting time to a team effort
on a University level. "We just couldn't
play a Varsity sport - we can't
dedicate any particular amount of time
to something like that," says
"'">rillaman.
Therefore, the Sports committee has
seen to it that the AICHE has
participated in as inany intramural
sports as possible, including volleyball, basketball, water polo, softball. In
fact, last year the AICHE won the SEC
competition.
For many, the sacrifices necessary to
major in Chemical Engineering are
simply not worth it. And for some,
there is the doubt with hindsight, as to
whether they would do it ag, ip. Alan
Woodard gave up many hours on the
golf course, among other interests,
when he chose to pursue Chem E.
"I'll have to wait until I get a job
before I can see if it was worth it, but I
wouldn't advise anyone who didn't
know exactly what he or she was
getting into to do it - it was a rude
awakening for me."
Rude awakening or no, the
versatility of the Chemical Engineering degree is undeniable; from the CEO
of the world's largest corporatibn to the
winner of the national back-to-nature
contest, Chem E's are there. But in
today's market, rejection is rejection no
matter the major.

The Bars
ECONOMIC ANAL Y
Kenneth Clark

AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF BEER DRINKING
Introduction
Never before have Industrial Engineering research methods been applied to
the study of one of the prominent student activities at Virginia Tech, alcohol
consumption. In an effort to serve its readers, Engineers' Forum has commissioned this investigation to inform students on the most cost effective means
of indulging in their passion. Preliminary studies indicate that hard liquo r is
a great deal more expensive than beer on a cost per ounce basis, so the focus
of this report is on beer drinking exclusively.
Purpose
To conduct an economic analysis of comparative beer drinking in various
Blacksburg drinking establishments.
Lo

The major mode of partying in Blacksburg i s beer drinking.
The explicit function of a bar is "beer drinking."
Extensive knowledge of bars connotes knowledge of "partying."
Extensive knowledge of bars leads to cost-effective "partying . "
Analytical Assumptions
l)
Evaluations will be based on a cents/ounce of beer criteria.
2) The results will be weighed in terms of the quality of beer served.
The weighting system is based on the average bar prices of different
quality beers. Premium beer will represent the mean.
~

Popular
Premium
Import

3)

Example
Pabst
Budweiser
Heiniken

Avg. Price/Bottle
$ .85
$1.00
$1. 25

Draft beer wi 11 consist of 6.2 % head.
head.

Bottled beer will have no

Procedure
Establish useful criteria to analytically determine the optimum location
of beer consumption in Blacksburg. Results will be given in graphical form on
a night to night basis .
Sample Calculation
A given drinking establishment serves Pabst in 60 oz. pitchers from 6:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. for $1 .75. Ca lculate the weighted cents/ounce of beer.
1)
2)
3)

Ounces of beer = 60 - Head
= 60 - (60)(.062)
= 56.28 ounces
Cents/Ounce = 175/56.28 = 3.1095
Weighted (Pabst)
3.1095 oz. Pabst x 100 Premium
85 Pabst
= 3.6582 Premium*

*All criteria converted to Premium.
Kenneth Clark

EF's intrepid
investigator, Mark Tempest
is a senior in IEOR.
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Blacksburg
OF BEER DRINKING
SBURG

Kenneth Clark

..[,. re. re.s17"J ro
11onz. T~4':r b•c.r
RESULTS:
GRAPH TERMONOLGY
TOTS=TOP OF THE STAIRS
CLY =CLYDESDA LES LTD .

FOOZ=MR. FOOZ
HH=HO KIE HOUSE
SUN =AFTER SUNDOWN CB=COWBOYS LTD.
MONDAY NIGHT:

TO"TS

7 ············:

:...... i:c:i:s...... . .. ......T.O.Tf>.

&

9

10

II

12.

I

2.

HOURS -PM

Interpretation: The optimum
schedule to follow would be:
l) From 6-8 p.m. go to Cowboys
Ltd., and order one pitcher of
premium beer.
2) At 8:00 p.m. walk approximately 75 yards to Clydesdales
and drink 25¢ drafts of Bud or
Strohs until 11 p.m.
3) At 11 :00 p.m . walk approximately 200 yds to Hokie House
and drink small pitchers or
Premium beer until closing.
4) Finish the six-pack you have
waiting for you at home and
crash !

(!osrs less '" <;1tt4 f/
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,,. /~r,c. p 1rc."tcrs Q.f
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TUESDAY NIGHT:
The same as Monday night except from 6:00 to 8 :00 find a
girl to buy you Schmidt's Beer for 25¢.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT:

TOTS
7 ..........
:

9
10
II
HOURS-PM

12.

I

2.

Interpretation:
l) At 6:00 p.m. start drinking
pitchers of Stroh's Beer for
$1 .00 at Clydesdales Ltd .
2) At 7:00 p.m. walk to Mr. Fooz
for a quick 62 oz. of Pabst Blue
Ribbon (PBR) for $1 . 15 .
3) At 8:00 p.m . the cheapest beer
is at Clydesda les Ltd. where a
quarter will buy 10 oz. Strohs
until 11 :00 p.m.
OR:
From 9-1 2 p.m . you can get
Michelob for the same price at
Cassidy's.
4) At 12 go back to Hokie House
and drink small pitchers of
Michelob until 2:00 a .m.

I I 1n
be.

8~,.,

,·, """'r

C.l'l"&JJ1..lt.s
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"Thursday at 8:00 p.m., the place to
be is Clydesdales."

THURSDAY NIGHT:
TOTS

7 ·5c,;;·~ :_:_:__;__ - ~------s~~
CLY

s

,
TOlS
TOTS
. •.. . ..• . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • CLY'

;;;;0i-=·l] ___ _~---ti:_:~=·~-rj~

4

HH

gi ___

:1:

HH

:

CB

HH

j~ ...- f~L . f

:I

CLY

I

1- - - ~

L__,

9

10

I\

2.

12.

HOURS - PM

Interpretation:
1) At 6:00 p.m. drink $2 .00
pitchers of Bud at Cowboys .
2) At 8:00 p.m . hurry off to
Clydesdales Ltd. for a pitcher
of Bud for $1:00. Drink fast but
go nowhere. At 9:00 p.m. when
pitchers go up to $2, switch to
quarter beers until 11:00.
3) From 11:00 to closing go to
Hokie House for small pitchers
of Michelob.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS:
On a recent field study lasting approximately
become apparent that it is cheaper to go to a
happens to be throwing a party. In the event
they live, the party is probably at 28C T.V.,
Apts . , or Barger Street.

four years, it has
friend's house who
you forget where
l Stonegate, Lee St.

SUNDAY NIGHT :
The day of rest.

After a week like this you need a break!

Discussion: The above results are highly effective in satisfying the original
purpose of this report (to provide information on the cost per ounce of brews
in Blacksburg's bars, with the intention of maximizing value for the students'
dollars). However, the results are limited in the following ways:
l) Cover charges not included (rarely incurred)
2) Availability of liquor
3) Atmosphere of establishments, including hard to calculate variables
such as male-female ratios, etc .
4) Hard liquor excluded from scope of investigation.
Conclusion: Moving from bar to bar at specific times obtains the most value
for the dollar . Blacksburg's bars are conveniently located close to each
other, making such movement worthwhile to the economy minded student .
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Everything You Always Wanted to Know About the
Working World but Were Afraid to Ask.
by Daryl Tewell

Most college engineering students
are only vaguely aware of what goes on
in that deep, dark chasm where most of
us end up spending half our lives. Yes,
I'm referring to the eternal rut known
as the working world (sometimes
called real world). You may say "Well I
worked at McDonald's for the last two
summers to earn money for school, so I
know all about the working world."
Please McSpare me, McBuddy.
Designing a widget that costs half as
much to make, is half the size, uses half
as much power, and is ten times more
efficient is some how not the same as
trying to remember whether or not the
250 lb. football player at the counter
wanted cheese on his burger.
As a service to those who seek more
knowledge of the wor~ing world, I have
answered some questions that are
often asked by readers.
Is · there much homework in the
working world?
No, none. All work is done at the
office during working hours and no
one can make you do ~ork at home.
If you happen to be working on a
project that is actually interesting
enough for you to consider taking
work home, you should do so at
your own risk, as fellow employees
may construe this as brown-nosing.

Also consider that most professionals don't receive overtime pay for
working over eight hours a day
anyway.
Are there tests or quizzes in the
working world?
No, not as we know them. There are
gatherings called 'meetings,'
however, which often cultivate
questions which are often directed
to you. Meetings are similar to 'in
class' quizzes and should be
prepared for similarly (during
working hours, of course). More
important gatherings called 'design
reviews' cultivate some difficult
questions and are similar to tests.
How do you get promoted?
There are two main schools of
thought regarding promotions. 1.
Work and reap just rewards. This is
self explanatory, so I'll continue the
second way of thinking. 2. Ride the
coat tail of one who is rising and you
too shall rise. The idea is to become
good friends with one who is
obviously on his way up and make
him think that you are his
invaluable right-hand man without
whom he would be unable to
complete any project without any
degree of efficiency. This is almost
as easy as it sounds but the method

Daryl Tewell lives 10 miles from work. He gets there in 5 minutes.

Artists conception of Tewell's car.

does have drawbacks. Your man
with coat may be killed in an
automobile accident; thousands die
yearly on America's highways,
retire early, or become moonies. Any
of these can be devastating unless
you are prepared. The point is that
there are no sure things when it
comes to promotions. Sorry.
Should you demand a salary above the
minimum wage when looking for your
first job?
Yes, definitely. Although minimum
wage is over $3.00 per hour,
graduate engineers can expect to
earn up to three time that amount
and more. But don't let this boggle
your mind. The experienced gentleman who removes household waste
in your neighborhood every
Monday and Thursday makes that
much too. The important thing to
remem her is not to take this salary
issue personally. An engineer is a
commodity that can be in high
demand or low demand at any given
time. By carefully examining
historic trends in engineer demand, I
have developed a precise theory for
determining future demand. I have
recognized a distinct cyclic pattern
of low demand and high demand
periods which is surprisingly
simple. In the first 4 billion years of
the earth's existence there was little
demand for engineers for obvious
reasons. The second 4 billion years,
however, is already proving to be a
period of incredibly high demand
for engineers. As we only about half
a billion years into this period, at the
time of this writing, there are 3.5
billion more high demand years for
engineers on this planet. So, don't
worry about getting a job. Don't
worry about salary.

Daryl Tewell is a 1980 graduate in
Electrical Engineering from Virginia
Tech. He is employed by APL in the
field of microcomputer applications.
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We're looking for engineers
who want more challenges,
excitement, and rewards.
You wouldn't have gone into engineering if you
didn't want a career that used your intelligence
and your initiative. Now you have an opportunity
to use your engineering experience and training
to give your even more-with the Central Intelligence Agency. Yes, the Central Intelligence
Agency
You'd join a very special group of men and
women. Self-reliant and self-motivated men and
women willing to tackle challenges-and work
on their own in a variety of places throughout
the world.
Or you could join our distinguished group of
keen-minded professionals here in the States who
use their disciplines to study, analyze, and distill
information obtained from a variety of sources.
Either way, your rewards would include
escape from routine. The opportunity for advancement. The opportunity to gain valuable
experience. The opportunity to use and develop
your full potential.
The qualifications? A graduate or undergraduate degree in engineering: aero, chemical,
computer, electrical, electronics, mechanical,
nuclear, optical. If you have work ·experience,
all the better. Foreign language ability is a
big plus. And you must be a U.S. Citizen.
To find out more, send a resume of your
education and experience to the Central Intelligence Agency, Dept. A, Room 821-V.T., P.O.
Box 1925, Washington, D.C. 20013. There's no
obli~ation-except the one you have to yourself
to discover just how far your talent, education,
and intellignece can take you.
An Equal-Opportunity Employer.

The
Central Intelligence Agency

PAY ME
by Chris Coleman
Understand, citizenry, that the
challenge of the preservation of
Freedom in America lies heavily upon
each and every one of you. Knowing that
within this Freedom is the freedom to
ignore any responsibility to America or
the human race with the notable
exception of a legal obligation to
military service and taxation, these
words fully expect to be exorcised from
attention in the name of Freedom.
What's that mean? Quiz at nine class.

In America, we mostly agree that
Freedom includes the freedom to think
and speak as we wish. And luckily our
founding fathers saw right away that
many people didn't understand
Freedom, as was natural in the late
eighteenth century since the idea had
only been accepted as the basis of a
human society in a few pla·ces for a few
years. So they put down in writing as
effectively as they could the Bill of
Rights to preserve and present ten
fundamentals of Freedom . This
constitutional base has come to idealize
freedom in the realm of personal liberty
for most of mankind.
But does freedom include economic
opportunity? Does freedom include
intellectual opportunity? Under our
system of government in America we
have the greatest number of these
opportunities and hence the most
freedom of any people on earth. How
much is enough? Tried to get a job
lately? Can't get a student loan
anymore. Where is the earth relative to
the universe?
It has been wound down to a question
of the absolutes. Such questions have
been found to be disarming of the
conventional state of mind. What is the
power of knowledge? What are the
relationships between values of the
concepts of freedom, peace and
knowledge? Dollar values are routirn;ly
placed on these quantities. That is real;
is it right? The desire to evolve into a
society in which freedom, peace and

knowledge are more freely available
must be developed within the individual.
A freedom especially keen to the
engineering student is the freedom of
knowledge; information and instruction
to be more specific. Not only are the
fulfillment of the individual's desires for
knowledge paramount to the individual,
but the quality of the engineer in society
must be adversely affected by attainable
limits of the freedom of the freedom of
knowledge. Can everyone make an
eighteen percent increase in the price of
knowledge?
In 1981 Virginia Tech placed ninetyeight percent of its engineering
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graduates who desired employment.
Although this figure may vary due to a
recessed economy, it is still a
meaningful indication of America's
need for well trained engineers. In light
of this need, it may seem at times that
Tech engineering students are, like most
engineering students, overworked and
underpaid.
Indeed I remind you that the general
populace knows little about mathematics and computers, and even less of
theoretical analysis, research and
design. Those possessing this knowledge are largely responsible for
America's high standard of living in
continued freedom. And then there are
those television commercials which say,
"America's energy is mind power." Well,
energy is getting expensive.
So if the value of freedom and
knowledge isn't much, how can
investment in the future be sold to
America's engineering establishment?
The way it is sold everyday in the free
market, by responsibly projecting
increased profits or in the extreme case
reduced losses.

Simply, if engineering students were
paid to maintain and exercise higher
levels of intellectual freedom, the result
might be a faster growth in the profits
and progress of technology. Of course
those knowledgeable in the relations of
motivation, education and productivity
should study the idea and come back
with a hundred page report next year.
That's not even practically speaking,
but this column is lent to pipe dreams.
Whose pipe? Class dismissed.
After all, engineers are professionals;
engineering students are amateurs. The
change from latter to former is made
overnight theoretically. However it
usually costs an untold fortune in time,
training and displaced talent. The
industries that would benefit from the
employment of these engineers could
pay students through a fund. The
universities could be made responsible
for adminstering the program, setting
standards for performance (and not
appearance), and revamping course
work to develop a more professional
engineer. It could be made voluntary. It
could be difficult. It could be done. It
could be given a passing thought
anyway. How often can an idea with the
potential to increase both profits and
freedom be investigated? Usually
freedom is traded for profit .
Now all this smacks of socialism.
There can be no doubt that this idea has
its roots in society and the advancement
thereof. But if it could turn a profit or
give American technology the kick in
the attitude that it needs to begin racing
ahead again, well that is pure American
profit motive. Competition and
cooperation can come together here.
There is another way, pipe dream
number two. Out of self interest
engineering students could bond
together to see such a proposition
through. After all, we'd be getting paid!
Then all that changes when we get to
industry. Industry would be almost
forced to upgrade its own technology to
support the activities of a new breed of
professionals. Of course this sounds too
good to be true. So does Solidarity.
The idea to pay deserving engineering
students and allow for more freedom of
knowledge is not exactly a candidate for
the Bill of Rights. It is simply an idea
whose time may come, and which under
proper circumstances would help lead
the world into greater freedom, peace,
knowledge and prosperity, not to
mention commitment. Perhaps a future
in Freedom is worth conceiving. When is
the future? Test Monday, test Tuesday ..
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"DuPont gives an ME like me
the chance to run my own show:'
Charles Defelice, MS Mechanical Engineering
"There's a real place for MEs at
Du Pont, because much of the sophisticated manufacturing equipment
requires the special knowledge and
expertise of mechanical engineers.
"The variety of assignments I've
had since I graduated from VPI has
really been valuable to me. For example, my first job at Du Pont was
making modifications to existing
equipment for manufacturing
blasting caps. Then I was assigned
to work on programs to automate
ammunition equipment at the
Remington Arms Company in
Bridgeport, Connecticut. They're
part of Du Pont. I was also involved
in new product development at
Remington and had the satisfaction
of seeing a product l worked on
commercialized.
"Now I'm a development engineer back in Wilmington. I've enjoyed
working with our manufacturing
and marketing people to develop
new customer equipment concepts
to handle X-ray film. Currently, I'm
leading a team of designers and
engineering technicians to develop
an automated device for life sciences research. Du Pont has let me
run my own show, and that's the
way I like to work."
If you want to make full use
of your abilities and enjoy doing
it-whether you're an ME, ChE or
EE-talk to our representative when
he's on campus. Or write: Du Pont
Co., Room 38977, Wilmington,
DE 19898.

At DuPont ... theres a
world of things you can
do something about.

~
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ENGINEERING
TAKES ON EXCITING
NEW DIMENSIONS IN
THE AIR FORCE.

Computer-generated design fo r investigating
structural strengths and weaknesses .

Developing and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the most important, exciting
challenge of your life . The
projects extend to virtually every
engineering frontier.

astronautical, civil,
electrical, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings . For
example, an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design,
space systems, power production,
communications or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
involved in aircraft structure
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting
aircraft jet engine turbine .

Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft
electrical power suppl y system .

Engineering opportunities in
the Air Force include these
eight career areas': aeronautical,
aerospace, architectural,

Most Air Force engineers
have complete project
responsibility early in their
careers. For example, a first
lieutenant directed work on a
new airborne electronic system
to pinpoint radiating targets.
Another engineer tested the jet
engines for advanced tanker and
cargo aircraft.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

Artist's concept of the DSCS III Defense Satellite
Communications System satellite . (USAF photo .)

Recently, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems. This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops superior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.
To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-5366). There's no
obligation.

AIM HIGH
AIR FORCE

